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ced samples (1) or natural frequency direction. RGB-HHA is the jointly trained late fusion model
multi-scale, recurrent convnet, de- that sums RGB and HHA predictions.
etric for geometry is pixel accuracy.
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SVM while 2 is SVM + MRF. Farabet is a multi-scale convnet trained on class-balanced samples (1) or natural frequency
samples (2). Pinheiro is a multi-scale, recurrent convnet, denoted RCNN3 ( 3 ). The metric for geometry is pixel accuracy.
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High(level(steps(for(transforming
1.'FactorXgraph'parameterizaWon'
'
'
2.'SemanWcally'parWWoning'the'nodes'
'
'
3.'Modeling'each'factor'funcWon'with'RNN'
'
'
4.'Wiring'the'RNNs'to'form'structuralNRNN&
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1.(FactorIgraph(parameteriza=on
• FactorXgraph'deﬁnes'a'funcWon'over'spaWoXtemporal'graph'
• Factor!funcBon!captures!interacBons!between!nodes!
'

Factor
graph
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2.(FactorIsharing
• FactorXgraph'deﬁnes'a'funcWon'over'spaWoXtemporal'graph'
SemanWcally'similar'nodes/edges'may'share'the'
• Factor!funcBon!captures!interacBons!between!nodes!
factor'funcWon'and'parameters.'
'
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Why'share'factors?''
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2.(FactorIsharing

GeneralizaBon!to!changes!in!environment!and!task!
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3.(Modeling(factors(with(RNNs

• Flexibility'in'designing'each'RNN'
• nodeRNNs'and'edgeRNNs'are'connected'to'capture'the'
spaWoXtemporal'interacWons'
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4.(StructuralIRNN

Figure 2 is redrawn with colors to indicate sharing of nodes and edge factors. Nodes
actors: 2 node factors and 4 edge factors. (b) S-RNN architecture has one RNN for
tite graph. Parameter sharing between the human and object nodes happen through
RE1 , RE3 and RV1 . In Figure 4 we show the detailed layout of this forward-pass.
xv,w . (d) The forward-pass for object node w involve RNNs RE1 , RE2 , RE4 and
e feature xv,w . (Best viewed in color)
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Algorithm 1 From spatio-temporal graph to S-RNN
Input G = (V, ES , ET ), CV = {V1 , ..., VP }
Output S-RNN graph GR = ({REm }, {RVp }, ER )
1: Semantically partition edges CE = {E1 , ..., EM }
2: Find factor components { Vp , Em } of G
3: Represent each Vp with a nodeRNN RVp
4: Represent each Em with an edgeRNN REm
5: Connect {REm } and {RVp } to form a bipartite graph.
(REm , RVp ) 2 ER iff 9v 2 Vp , u 2 V s.t. (u, v) 2 Em
Return GR = ({REm }, {RVp }, ER )
GR = ({REm }, {RVp }, ER ). In particular, the edgeRNN
REm is connected to the nodeRNN RVp iff the factors Em
and Vp are neighbors in the st-graph, i.e. they jointly affect the label of some node in the st-graph. To summarize,
in Algorithm 1 we show the steps for constructing S-RNN
architecture. Figure 3b shows the S-RNN for the human
activity represented in Figure 3a. The nodeRNNs combine
the outputs of the edgeRNNs they are connected to (i.e. its
neighbors in the factor graph), and predict the node labels.
The predictions of nodeRNNs (eg. RV1 and RV2 ) interact
through the edgeRNNs (eg. RE1 ). Each edgeRNN handles
Ashutosh'Saxena'
a specific semantic interaction between the nodes connected

StructuralXRNN'is'a'
biparWte'graph'
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Training(StructuralIRNN
Parameter&sharing'through'
'
Structured&feature&space:&
Input'in''''''''''is''
'
'
ForwardXpass'for'v!
ForwardXpass'for'u!

ForwardXpass'for'human'node'v!
Ashesh'Jain'

ForwardXpass'for'object'node'w!
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Key(takeaways

• SpaWoXtemporal'interacWons'are'captured'by'the'
connecWons'between'nodeRNNs'and'edgeRNNs'
• Sharing'edgeRNNs'learns'dependencies'between'
the'output'labels'
• Structured'feature'space''
Ashutosh'Saxena'
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Jain'et'al.'ICCV’15'

architecture does not over-fit the training data ear
time when there is not enough context for anticip
using the standard softmax loss, the architectu
loss of log(ytk ) for the mistakes it makes a
step, where ytk is the probability of the ground t
computed by the architecture using Eq. (12). W
modify this loss by multiplying it with an expo
as illustrated in Figure 4. Under this new sche
exponentially grows with time as shown below.
N X
T
X
Human&object&interac>on& Maneuver&an>cipa>on&
Modeling&human&mo>on&
loss =
e (T t) log(ytk )
j=1 t=1
Koppula'et'al.'T.'PAMI’15'
Oliver'et'al.'IVS’00'
Taylor'et'al.'NIPS’06,'CVPR’10'
This loss penalizes
the RNN exponentially more
Li'et'al.'ECCV’08'
Morris'et'al.'IVS’11'
Sutskever'et'al.'NIPS’09'
as it sees more observations. This
Gupta'et'al.'T.'PAMI’09' takes it makes
Jain&et&al.&ICCV’15&(AIONHMM)&
Fragkiadaki'et'al.'ICCV’15'
Fig. 4: Sensory fusion RNN for anticipation. (Bottom) In the
the model to fix mistakes as early as it can in time
'
'
Jain'et'al.'ICRA’16'
Fusion-RNN each sensory stream is passed through their indepenequation 13 also penalizes the network less on m
dent RNN. (Middle) High-level representations from RNNs are
early in time when there is not enough context av
then combined through a fusion layer. (Top) In order to prevent
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way it acts like a regularizer and reduces
the ris
Ashutosh'Saxena'over-fitting early in time the loss exponentially increases with time.
very early in time.
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Corresponding'StructuralXRNN'
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Learns'from'rawXjoint'values'
Modeling&human&mo>on&
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Figure 1: User study with five users. Each user was shown 36
forecasted motions equally divided across four activities (walking,
eating, smoking, discussion) and three algorithms (S-RNN, ERD,
LSTM-3LR). The plot shows the number of bad, neutral, and good
motions forecasted by each algorithm.
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Hybrid(human(mo=on
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2.(HumanIobject(interac=on
AcWvity' Aﬀordance'

Corresponding'StructuralXRNN'
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S-RNN w/o edgeRNN
S-RNN

75.2
81.2

75.3
78.6

3.68
3.94

Detec=on(and(an=cipa=on(results

Table 3: Results on CAD-120 [? ]. S-RNN architecture derived from the

st-graph in Figure 5b outperforms Koppula et al. [? ? ] which models the
same st-graph in a probabilistic framework. S-RNN in multi-task setting
(joint detection and anticipation) further improves the performance.
Method
Koppula et al. RSS’13, PAMI’15
S-RNN w/o edgeRNN
S-RNN
S-RNN (multi-task)

Detection F1-score
SubObject
activity (%) Affordance (%)
80.4
81.5
82.2
82.1
83.2
88.7
82.4
91.1

Anticipation F1-score
SubObject
activity (%) Affordance (%)
37.9
36.7
64.8
72.4
62.3
80.7
65.6
80.9

averaged
over all the classes. S-RNN significantly improves
SXRNN'improves'object'aﬀordance'anWcipaWon'by'44%'
over Koppula
et al. on both anticipation [? ] and de'
tectionSXRNN'does'not'have'any'Markov'assumpWons'like'CRF'
[? ]. On anticipating object affordance S-RNN
F1-score is 44% more than [? ], and 7% more on detecStructuralXRNN:'Deep'Learning'on'SpaWoXTemporal'Graphs.'Jain,'Zamir,'
tion.
S-RNN
does
not
have
any
Markov
assumptions
like
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Savarese,'Saxena.'In'CVPR,'2016.'
Ashutosh'Saxena'
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Robot(Tasks(and(Interac=on

Robot&Language&
Tell&Me&Dave,&RSS’13.'
Tellex'et'al.'

Abbeel'et'al.,'UC'Berkeley'

Ashutosh'Saxena'

Appliance&Manipula>on&
RoboBarista,&'
Sung'et'al.,'2015'

Manipula>ng&food&
DeepMPC.'Lenz,'Knepper,'
Saxena,'RSS'2014'

Human&object&interac>on& Homes&and&Humans&
Koppula'et'al.'T.'PAMI’15'
Brain'of'Things,'2015'
Li'et'al.'ECCV’08'
Gupta'et'al.'T.'PAMI’09'
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Interact,(Learn,(and(Share
Knowledge'engine'

Sung'et'al.'ISRR’15'

Misra'et'al.'RSS’14'
Jain'et'al.'ICCV’15'

Jain'et'al.'ISRR’13'

Tellex’s'lab'
(Brown'University)'

Knowledge!graph!for!sharing!learned!concepts!
Ashutosh'Saxena'
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